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The first 6 months of 2021 was an important period for TFBT as

we focused on growing our team and putting systems and

processes in place for our expanded work.

We also set ourselves a number of stretch targets for the

period; some we achieved and others we made a start on and

will continue to work on throughout the 2021/22 period. 

During the period we also took some important reflective time,

as we reviewed our programmes and considered ways to build

on learnings and successes to date. This together with some

fantastic new faces around the table means we are now set to

tackle the 2021/22 year.

Thank you to all those who gave your time or resources to

support the work of The Forest Bridge Trust. Together our vision

of a connected landscape with flourishing forest and wildlife is

one step closer to reality.
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In late 2020 TFBT made

the decision to shift to a

July to June financial

year to better align with

our major funders. To

align the annual plan

period with the financial

reporting period  we are

reporting on a shorter 6

month year for the

period January to June

2021. This shorter period

is covered in this review.



The Forest Bridge Trust (TFBT) is a farmer-initiated environment

trust that supports outstanding land stewardship across the

narrowest part of the tail of Maui’s fish (the North Island) – from

west to east as a bridge of green from the Kaipara to the

Pacific Coast.

The Trust’s mission is to support farmers and other land owners

in the ongoing restoration of their native forests and wildlife,

and to protect their rivers, streams and wetlands, all within a

productive, profitable and sustainable farming landscape. This

is done for the benefit of the wider Auckland and New Zealand

communities.

WHO WE
ARE

O U R  V I S I O N

A connected landscape with healthy forest and

flourishing indigenous wildlife from the Kaipara

Harbour to the Pacific Coast.

O U R  V A L U E S

Respect     

Empathy    

Integrity



A VIEW TO
2025

 Forest Bridge Trust originated from a dream to create and

maintain a bridge – “A connected landscape with healthy

forest and flourishing indigenous wildlife from the Kaipara

Harbour to the Pacific Coast”.

Map Showing the Central Bridge in green

To achieve this TFBT is taking a geographically staged

approach.  The map right shows the focus area of the ‘Central

Bridge’.Within the next five years the Trust will support

connections across this area, including a corridor from the

existing wildlife sanctuaries at Mataia Restoration Project to

Tawharanui Regional Park

 Map showing the Central Bridge in green



In 2021 TFBT identified two themes, which provided focus for

the work of the Trust within this period:

1.      Building the bridge

2.     Governance and operations enabling factors.

THEMES

O U R  V I S I O N
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Building The Bridge

80% of the Central Bridge is included

within predator-controlled networks

Within the Central Bridge, five kilometres

of new fencing per year is improving

connectivity for indigenous terrestrial

wildlife

80% of key landowners within the

Central Bridge are contributing to TFBTs

long term outcomes 

Key species indicators show biodiversity

outcomes are trending positive from

predator control

20% of the Central Bridge is included within predator controlled

networks (10 800ha)

Relationships developed with existing community groups that

undertake predator control

Hubs outside the Central Bridge continue to be supported

Potential hubs and geographic focus areas for Targeted Landowner

Support (TLS) are identified 

6 hubs outside the central bridge continue to be

supported

Schools and hubs programmes reviewed

502 traps deployed

1099 pests caught

18.9% of the central bridge under mustelid control 

     (10 063ha)

15 km of fencing is completed 

Identify and scope (budget and workforce) priority locations for fencing

over 5 years 

Develop a landowner engagement strategy

10% of key landowners are involved in the programme  

An ecological monitoring framework has been developed

Tamahunga Trappers are supported to translocate kiwi to Mt

Tamahunga

Three areas of suitable habitat for expanding the kiwi population are

identified (no less than 500ha)

Strategic support is provided for existing kiwi populations 

Future fencing focus areas identified

4.9 kilometres of fencing completed to protect riparian

and bush areas from stock

17.8ha protected through fencing

Landowner engagement strategy completed 

An ecological monitoring framework is drafted

Support has been provided for the translocation of kiwi

to Mt Tamahunga

5 Year Outcomes ACHIEVEMENTS Jan to June 2021Identified Priorities Jan – June 2021



Governance and Operations Enabling Factors

1 2

Key strategic and operational documents

are in place and being implemented

Effective, diligent governance is

advancing TFBT

High performing operations team is in

place with the capability and capacity

to complete work plans

Policies and procedures are reviewed and updated

Budgets are produced and signed off by Trustees

TFBT Communications strategy is reviewed and implemented

Workplans for each programme (CatchIT Schools, Hubs, TLS) are in place

which identify budget and workforce (voluntary and contracted) required 

Policies and procedures reviewed and updated

TFBT communications strategy reviewed

Budgets in place

Governance policies and procedures in place

Skilled people are secured to deliver the TFBT programmes 

Financial management system and procedures in place

ICT systems are in place

Core Governances policies are in place

Skilled team delivering the work of TFBT (11 staff, 5

contractors)

Financial management systems and procedures in place

ICT systems are in place

TFBT team members are informed and aware of activities

across the organisation 

Monitoring and evaluation are informing

programme direction, decision-making

and priority-setting

Trustees are provided access to programme evaluation reports through

sharepoint to assist strategic planning  

Completed programme reviews shared with trustees

5 Year Outcomes ACHIEVEMENTS Jan to June 2021Identified Priorities Jan – June 2021

Strong and effective external 

partnerships 

TFBT proactively communicates with programme participants 

Relationships developed with iwi and hapu and key agencies

Funding sources are diverse, and income

is sufficient to achieve desired outcomes
Funding agreements are in place for planned services Funding agreements in place 

Future opportunities are explored and

planned for.



Auckland Council

Auckland University

Department of Conservation 

Foundation North 

Geographic Business Solutions

Goodman Fielder NZ Ltd 

Jobs for Nature

Kaipara Moana Remediation

Kiwis for kiwi

Mataia Restoration Project

NZ Landcare Trust 

NZ Lotteries Grants Board

Puanesia

Rodney Local Board 

Turners Hopkins Lawyers

Waikato University 

Whitebait Connection 

Wharehine Group

Withers and Co

…..and the wonderful schools, landowners and communities

who have jumped on board.

THANK YOU TO

Current financial reports for The Forest Bridge Trust can be found on

the Charities Commission website www.charities.govt.nz

https://www.register.charities.govt.nz/CharitiesRegister/ViewCharity?accountId=01416761-14ba-e411-aef0-00155d0d1916&searchId=ae9c3fbb-24a9-45bd-86aa-d2ce9548a6d5

